Hippos (Sussita) 2016 – 17th Season
Daily Log and Drawing
Date: 14 July 2016____________ Area: NIP Manager: Schuler
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1.

Continued work in DP45 and DO45 (east of W2154)
a. Goal = discover form and function of building north of the NEC
b. Basket = 3458 and 3459
c. Starting elevation = 130.29
d. Ending elevation = 130.13 (south), 129.94 (north)
e. Soil = layer 2 soil
f.

Comments
i. East to west wall parallel to W540 persists. We have not reached the bottom of
it.
ii. Numerous nails in the fill
1. 7 cm (#837)
2. 4.5 cm (#838)
3. 7.5 cm with slight bend (#839)

4. 9.5 cm (#841)
5. 14 cm with broken tip (#842)
6. 6.5 cm (#843)
7. 7.5 cm (#844)
8. 5 cm (#845)
iii. Some mosaic clusters

2. Continued work in DN45 and DN4646 (west)
g. Goal = discover form and function of building north of the NEC
h. Basket = 3460 and 3461
i.

Starting elevation = 130.37 north of the wall, 130.13 south of the wall

j.

Ending elevation = 129.90 (north), 129.92 (south)

k. Soil = sub soil
l.

Comments
i. North of the wall is just destruction fill
ii. There is a wall going west of W2153 about a half a m north of W2156
iii. The previously defined bench on the south of W2156 is less certain. An oil lamp
was recovered from its surface (#840, 6th to early 7th). In the middle of it is a
column drum. But it does sit on a low platform a few cm above the flat stones
next to W540.

iv. At equal elevation to the low platform is a line of the platform the same width
at the large column in W540 and proceeding north from it. It does not continue
north of W2156
v. IN the northwest interior corner of W2153 and W2156 is a 90cm taboun. Next
to it is a catch basin for water from the roof and a seeming channel next to
W2153 toward the cistern in W555.

